How to Make Slime – A Safer Recipe for Kids
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Ingredients:
 12 oz of Elmer’s white glue
 1 1/2 tablespoons Baking Soda
 2 tablespoons of contact lens saline solution (or more, add as needed)
(NOTE: This is for a large batch. You can divide the amounts by 3 and make a smaller batch, especially if you
want to test the recipe first. The contact solution binds the ingredients together.)
 Storage container/dish pan
 red washable glitter paint
 Glitter
 Beads
 Gemstones (nonadhesive)
How to Make Colorful Slime
1. Pour 12 ounces of glue into a container to mix your slime in.
2. Add 1 1/2 tablespoons of baking soda. Mix together.
3. Add drops of red washable glitter paint. This won’t stain your hand like food coloring will! Mix together
again. You can even add more glitter if you’d like. It says inside the slime!
4. Add 2 tablespoons of saline solution.
5. Mix the saline solution into your slime until it starts to form together
TIPS:
 The less paint/color you add, the more pastel your slime will be.
 The less saline solution you add, the more flexible your slime will be.
Now you have slime! Mold it into different shapes and have fun with different color options. You can store the
slime in plastic containers to use later, but it’s best and most fun to play with right after it’s made.

Slime Tips:
If your slime won’t stick together, try adding more contact solution so it bonds together better. If it is too sticky,
you can add more baking soda. If it is too hard and not flexible, you may have added too much contact
solution. Knead the slime and work it through your hands really well to see if it loosens up. If not, we
recommend making a smaller batch of slime with 4 oz of glue and 1/2 tbsp baking soda, and then 1 tbsp of
contact solution. Mix together and add more contact solution if needed.
Sensory Experiments for Slime
Making slime is also a great activity for sensory stimulation! Here are a few fun experiments.
Add Texture:
Add gems, beads, glitter, or poly beads for an even more exciting sensory experience! Choose different colors
and shapes to create a unique feeling and help with tactile stimulation. Also, if you use clear glue instead of
white, you can see the items and not just feel them! TIP: It’s easiest to add the items before you mix in the
saline solution.

Add Shapes:
You can give your slime different shapes using cookie cutters! We made several different colors of slime and
added some shapes to it, like hearts and circles. If you don’t press down completely, the shapes fade after
awhile. Have fun with it and play around with the designs!
Testing Ingredients:
Experiement with different amounts of each ingredient. Ask kids to answer questions as you go. What happens
when you add more than 2 tablespoons of saline solution? Does adding more or less baking soda make a
difference in how the slime feels?

